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Club News
November Meeting
•

Tuesday, 11/2/21 6:30 pm at St. Stephen’s Church!

Note: Masks are required, and everyone must sign a COVID-19 liability waiver to attend (the form will be available at the meeting)
•

Program: A Natural Eye Photography Workshop with Eddie
Soloway, Part 1". This is a DVD presentation.

•

Digital Competition—Assigned Subject: Scenic

Educational Photo SeriesUnderstanding Bokeh
If you frequent photography websites or have photographer friends, then there’s a good chance
you’ve encountered the term bokeh before. Camera enthusiasts discuss this optical effect regularly,
but what is it exactly? Taken from a Japanese word
for “blur,” bokeh has become a photography jargon
used to describe how a lens renders a background
that’s out of focus.

2021 Assigned
Subjects
• Novemberr: Scenic
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Bokeh continued
from the ‘nifty fifty’, you can also use telephoto lenses to create hazy backdrops. Lenses with longer focal lengths
increase the depth of field (also called DOF) even when the distance
between the camera and the subject doesn't change. Coupled with a
low f-stop (f/2.8 or lower), zooming into what you’re photographing
with a telephoto increases blur significantly.
When choosing the ideal bokeh lens, also consider looking at aperture
blades. The way they shape the aperture’s opening affects how the
patterns in the background look. For instance, a lens with 9 blades creates a rounder aperture, making light sources appear circular and more
natural-looking. On the other hand, a lens that has fewer blades (about
5 or 7) produces polygon-shaped orbs that look less desirable.
02. Set your camera to AV mode—Since your primary concern in achieving bokeh is to keep your aperture wide,
then it’s only practical to set your camera to AV mode (also known as Aperture Priority). This useful setting lets you
choose the aperture and automatically sets the shutter speed for you. In AV Mode, you don’t have to guess your exposure and lose precious time fumbling with buttons. Once your aperture is set, all you have to worry about is pressing the shutter.
However, your camera may not always get the exposure right especially in tricky lighting situations. Sometimes, your
camera gets confused and chooses the wrong exposure setting, so feel free to use your exposure compensation
button (marked with -/+ symbol on your camera) to adjust how light or dark your image is.
03. Choose a good background—To achieve bokeh, choosing the right background is crucial. Although it’s easy to blur a part of the scene with your lens, it
doesn’t necessarily guarantee your image will have good bokeh.
Plain backgrounds don't make good bokeh because there's just nothing much
going on visually. If you look at beautiful bokeh shots, you’ll notice that even
with a blurry background, particular
elements like light orbs or soft textures and patterns appear prominently in the image.
The perfect places for bokeh are in urban locations. Lights from buildings
and street lights provide interesting visual components for your background. Light reflecting on bodies of water such as ponds and lakes creates captivating bokeh effects as well.
04. Also consider a good foreground—People often imagine an image with a blurry background when they think of
bokeh. But the term applies to the foreground as well. Just like with backdrops, look for appealing lights and patterns
to fill the foreground. When working with wide apertures, the shallow depth of field applies to both background and
foreground. Once you adjust the focus on your subject in the middle, everything in front and behind it would be blurry.
Reflective surfaces such as windows create good foreground bokeh. The lights that reflect on windows easily fill the
negative space in front of your subject. However, when shooting with windows, you need to experiment with different angles to avoid unwanted reflections (such as accidentally capturing yourself holding the camera).
Photographers typically use polarizers to remove unwanted reflections, but you want to keep those reflections for
bokeh. Don’t shoot directly through the window. Instead, slowly tilt your camera slightly away from you until you
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Bokeh continued
don’t see your reflection in the viewfinder,
anymore.
05. Focus on the subject.—To create
beautiful bokeh shots, make sure you also
illuminate your subject adequately. It may
seem a no-brainer, but if you focus too
much on getting that bokeh in the back,
you might forget that your primary focus
point also has to be lit up.
Note: your subject might end up a silhouette if you don’t expose your
shot properly.
If you're after those glowing orbs you always see in pictures, then it only
makes sense to look for plenty of lights in the background. However,
you also need to check if the lights behind your subject aren't too
bright. Otherwise your model would end up backlit and all you’ll get is a
silhouette (this is fine if
it’s the look you’re
after).
To make a good exposure, meter your subject
and not what’s behind.
Simply focus on your
model and the camera
will adjust the exposure
settings accordingly. Sometimes, choosing the largest possible aperture
also could make your focus “soft” due to the shallow depth of field. To
avoid this, select an aperture that doesn't only make the background

Photo Contests
• Weekly Photo Challenge:
• https://www.facebook.com/groups/
weeklyphotographychallenges
Various Photo Contests (Many Different
Topics)
• https://
www.photocontestinsider.com/
• https://photocontestguru.com
• http://www.voubs.com
• www.greatamericanphotocontest.com
• www.viewbug.com/photo-contests
• https://
www.outdoorphotographer.com/
photo-contests/
• http://www.photocrowd.com
• https://www.fanartreview.com
Landscape and Nature Forum Photography Challenge—monthly theme and
critique: Click here

PSA Events
•

•

PJ Story Book Competition—The
Photojournalism Division is hosting
a digital Story Book Competition! Beginning June 1st, https://psa
-photo.org/index.php?divisionsphotojournalism-photo-storycompetition for instructions
Photo Festival Rapid City Registration is still open, register today!
https://psa-programs.org/photofestival-2021/

blurry, but also ensures that the object you want in focus is tack sharp. It’s not always necessary to use
your lens’ maximum aperture. For instance, if your lens opens all the
way up to f/1.4, you can choose f/1.8 or f/2.8, instead.
06. Create some distance between the subject and the background
Maximize the bokeh effect of your lens by creating considerable distance between your subject and the background. Typically, the farther
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the object you’re photographing is from the backdrop, the better the bokeh. Just a few feet
of gap won’t do the trick. Your subject has to be at least several meters away from the background to achieve the best effect.
If you’re using a lens with a short focal length (such as 50mm), it may be necessary to stay
close to the subject to create a more pronounced bokeh. On the other hand, if you’re using a
telephoto (such as 85mm or longer), stepping away from the person or object you're photographing usually won't diminish the bokeh effect due to the lens’ long focal length. Just remember that regardless of the lens you use, it’s always advisable to keep your subject far
enough from the background.
The ideal distance depends on the situation. Of course, the greater the space between the subject and the background,
the smaller the lights and the patterns will appear. If you want big light orbs, then you have to keep your model close
enough to the light source. Alternatively, you can use a lens with a longer focal length (such as 135mm) to create large
orbs without having to move closer to the backdrop.
07. Play around with colors—Apart from the creamy blur, bokeh also provides distinct, colorful backgrounds that look
visually appealing. A lot of photographers actively seek bokeh for the “light orbs” it creates. This effect is achieved when
an image is blurred to the point that lights start to look like floating spaceships.
Set your lens to manual focus, throw the scene out of focus and take some test shots to
see how the lights look like when blurred. Look for locations with colorful light sources.
Doing so allows you to experiment with different hues and patterns for your bokeh.
Manually focus your lens to blur a scene if you're curious to see how it would look like
as a bokeh background. Take some test shots and figure out how to compose your image.
Don’t look for messy clumps of light. Seek patterns to create engaging compositions. Also, try to illuminate your subject
in colors that are different from the background. Lights with colors that complement the dominant hues in the backdrop
would make anyone in the foreground stand out. For instance, you can light up your subject with cool colors to balance
out the warm-colored lights behind.
Whether you’re aware of it or not, you’re already learning bokeh once you start playing around with your camera’s
depth of field. It's a direct effect of using a wide aperture and a narrow DOF. Even with a kit lens, it's not surprising to
see some bokeh when you take photos. The effect you get may not be as impressive as compared to better lenses, but it
successfully shows you how the concept works.
Achieving bokeh is much simpler than what other people make it appear. Don’t worry too much about the technical aspects of this effect. As long as you have a camera
that allows you to control your DOF, then you
can easily create shots with mesmerizing backgrounds.
Source: https://www.canva.com/learn/7-waysachieve-beautiful-bokeh-effect-photos-stunningexamples/

Photo Idea Calendar
Photo Opportunities
Fall Foliage in Pennsylvania
Scenic Drives
Around the State
https://visitpa.com/
experience/fall-foliage
November 6 – January 2
Koziars Christmas
Village Display,
Bernville , http://
www.koziarschristma
svillage.com/
November 13 – January 3
Hershey Sweet
Lights
http://
www.hersheypark.co
m/info/hours/sweetlights.php
November 13 – January 3 (Select days)
Christmas Candylane, Hershey
http://
www.hersheypark.co
m/explore-the-park/
christmas.php
November 19January 10, Christmas at Longwood
Gardens
LongwoodGardens.org

Workshops
Apogee Photo Magazine
For more information log on to
http://www.apogeephoto.com/
photography_workshops.shtml
Wildlife and Nature Travel
www.wildlifeandnaturetravel.com
Art Wolfe Photography Workshops
www.artwolfeworkshops.com
Don Smith Photography
www.donsmithphotography.com
Brenda Tharp
www.brendatharp.com/
M&M Photo Tours
http://www.mmphototours.com/
Arizona Highway Photo Workshops
http://www.friendsofazhighways.com/
John Shaw 2-Day Nature & Digital Photography Seminar
http://www.photosafaris.com/
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Jack Graham Photography
http://jackgrahamphoto.com/
Rocky Mountain Reflections
www.rockymtnrefl.com/
photographyworkshops.html
Slonina Photography—Explore Wild America
http://www.sphotography.com
Photo Workshop Adventures
www.photoworkshopadventures.com
Michael Francis Photo Shoots
www.michaelfrancisphoto.com
Osprey Photo Workshops & Tours
www.ospreyphoto.com
Horizon Photography Workshops
www.horizonworkshops.com

Photo Editing Feature—Lightroom Update
Lightroom has been updated to Version 11.0 as of 10/26/21 (if you have the subscription)

Video of updates to Lightroom: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ml3dOEMpeeQ

Summary of changes: https://helpx.adobe.com/lightroom-classic/help/whats-new.html

Detailed list of changes: https://helpx.adobe.com/lightroom-classic/help/whats-new/2022.html

Random Idea of the Month-How to Soften
Flash Light [DIY Tip]
The light coming out of your flash unit is harsh and direct.
A simple DIY trick shared below can help you soften it and produce better results.
There are commercial products that you can buy to soften the light of your portable flash. But why not start this way until you get the hang of it?
All you need is a simple piece of card stock paper and a rubber band. Put it
together just like you see in the image here. You can experiment with little
cards and bigger cards.
This way you can tilt the flash upward when photographing and get a soft, diffused light on your subject instead of harsh light. The same principle applies
when bouncing light off walls and ceiling to diffuse light.
You can also apply this tip to a camera’s pop-up flash. Attach a white card to
redirect the light upward to bounce off the ceiling indoors.
The techniques above will soften the light and will produce beautiful lighting for
your subjects just like the photo below.
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Officers
President: Paul Hess, rvdoc@comcast.net
Vice President: Ed Gundrum, ejgun@evenlink.com

Meetings are the
first Tuesday of
each month!

Secretary: Tammy Wolfe, lebanoncamera@gmail.com
Treasurer: Joni Bonus O’Ship mjoship@comcast.net
Program: Keith Kotay keith@kotay.net
Newsletter: Connie Fullenlove connief922@gmail.com
Competition: Melodie Bechtel, melodiebee@gmail.com
Community Affairs: Bill Sypher, sypher1@comcast.net
Webmaster: Tom Gainer, tom_gainer@comcast.net

If you would like to do a program on anything digital
related or know someone who would, please let us
know.
Or
If you have something of interest for our members,
please email them to the Newsletter
Editor, Connie at Lebanon-camera@gmail.com.

Everyone is invited to attend
our regular monthly
meetings.
Unless otherwise noted we
meet the first Tuesday at
6:30PM in St. Stephen’s
Christian Fellowship Church,
1100 Hunter Chase Lane,
Lebanon PA.
The club is a member of the
Photographic Society of
American (PSA).
Cancellation or last minute
changes of events will normally be sent to members via
email and broadcast on radio
station WLBR, AM 1270.

Only members may enter
competitions. Dues are $25
per year and include the
newsletter and monthly
meeting minutes.
Digital Competition entries
are due at least one day prior
to the scheduled competition.

Competition Committee will keep
winning Print entries for the end
of year competition unless the
member requests return of entries
before then. In that case, the
member would be responsible for
re-submitting them for the end of
year competition.
Directions: From Rt 72 N of Lebanon where N 12th St becomes
Jonestown Road at the McDonalds, follow Jonestown Road north
past the Turkey Hill. Jonestown
Road will become Sandhill Road.
Keep on Sandhill road until it
branches to the left into Grace
Avenue. Church is on the left 3/10
of a mile from the split before you
pass Youth for Christ and Fisher
Bus.
Products and services of interest
to photographers are presented as
a service without review or endorsement.
Trademarks are the property of
the respective companies.
Graphics copyright © 2001-2004

Microsoft Corporation, the
club, or as marked.
Dates and times of events
may change. Please check
local listings.

Below are links of
online pdf files from
past workshops and
monthly meeting
presentations:
http://
www.lebanoncameraclub.or
g/newsletters

https://
www.lebanoncameracl
ub.org/links

